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The Fox Barks
M-m-m-m- Spring is in the air! For many of us,

that means SIDECAR TIME, right? After all those
winter hours of wrenching, fine tuning, torquing, it's
time to see if we did it right, or how we actually like
that "great" modification we made. Sure hope it all
works for you!

It's also time to get serious about the 1995
National in Wisconsin make reservations, get out the
maps, pick out the clothes, check out sights to see, and
all the other fun things that make a rally attendance a
great time.

Some reminders for this year's National. It's in the
middle of the week. Al and Marlene Schultz, this year's
host and hostess, report that some fees and rentals are
coming in a bit lower than weekend quotes, helping
them hold down costs. This also gives you distance
people time to get there and back with less hassle.

If you want some extra time to sight-see in the
area, plan on it before the National -- the day after the
rally, Friday, marks the start of high prices for the
tourist season. Also, the campground must be cleared
by 12:00 Noon or the higher rate will be imposed, and
probably for the Friday-Saturday-Sunday package that
is normal for that area.

The campground has a pool, but restricts its use
to those 14 and up unless a parent is continuously
present with the children.

Al assures me there are ample tables and a
lounging area near the registration area for those who
like to sit and sip, watching the rally go by. He also
expects shirts to be available, and vendors hawking
their wares. He further expects lots of real fine folks for
your personal visiting and recollecting pleasures. For
the true rovers there are challenging roads, great
scenery, history sites, water attractions, shopping
bonanzas, culinary delights, real Indians, et al.

While speaking of rallies, last year a few sites
were seriously hassled by a large police group for
approved helmets/face shields (where required),
drinking and driving, carrying more than legal amounts
of beer and liquor (including support vehicles, motor
homes, others), guns, anything else they could think of.
Patrolling began well away from the rally site, was
especially heavy near the gate, and included stops each

time anyone was on the road. This was not for just
biker rights rallies.

We may be seeing an increasing trend this year, or
it may have proved too expensive for any "benefits".
Even small rallies were treated this way. Watch out for
spreading enforcement this year, as well as for all the
other hazards on the road! Make sure your DOT sticker
is on, your lights work (good anytime), and be polite.

Otherwise, get out there and enjoy this weather
with all the aromas and feelings and joys that come
only from three wheels on the road.

And write up your good, bad and indifferent
experiences for Bob, so we can enjoy, laugh and weep
with you!
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Lean-out
1994 did not end without one more campout with

the sidecar rig, although it admittedly had to be
squeezed into a schedule that saw me running around
on no less than four test motorcycles before December
was half over.

The January-February 1995 issue of the SIDE-
CARIST, had shipped to the printer on the 5th of
December, and the day after, I was swapping a Vulcan
88 for a Shadow 1100, which was swapped for a
R1100R on the 9th, which was swapped for a Shadow
American Classic Edition on the 13th, which was
swapped for a Dyna Wide Glide on the 15th.

I know... that's five motorcycles, but the BMW
R1100R didn't really count as David Hough had done
the previous test duty with the Beemer and since it was
just hanging around the offices of MOTORCYCLE
CONSUMER NEWS, I elected to try it out for a
weekend instead of riding my own KLR650.

Anyway, the 15th I had started home on the Wide
Glide, when I remembered that some of the "gang"
were supposedly going down to set up in a campground
a day early... that very day... so I changed course and
took the Wide Glide over the Ortega Highway, down to
Temecula and around the back side of Palomar Moun-
tain. Naturally, the campground was empty, and it might
have had something to do with the day being fairly brisk
(what the heck, it WAS mid-December).

So I continued the ride home, down east of San
Diego, locked up the Wide Glide, put it under wraps
and turned my efforts to organizing and packing the
sidecar rig.

Fortunately, Friday the 16th continued a little gap
in the rain we'd been having, the temperatures began to-
rise and by mid morning, I had the packed rig humming
up the grade into the mountains, knocked down a
couple of gears, still managing 50 mph and even
passing a few slower vehicles.

I had just cleared the traffic of Ramona, passed the
end 40 mph sign and was accelerating toward 55, when
a lady in a sport car decided she didn't want to be stuck
behind me and passed. Which was fine until I found out
she didn't want to get through the curves as fast as I did.

No matter for very long, though, as soon we were
both slowed down behind the inevitable slow tourist

crowd, heading toward the small mountain towns of
Santa Ysabel and Julian. When you head up this
section of California Highway 78, you just have to
figure on this kind of a situation, relax mentally, shift
down a gear or two, putter along and enjoy the scenery
(while you wonder why the oaf at the head of the line
simply can't have the courtesy to pull over and let the
line of traffic pass).

At Santa Ysabel, most of the traffic that doesn't
stop at Dudley's Bakery, continues on toward Julian
(apple pie) which leaves the ride up Highway 79,
usually a lot less congested and more enjoyable.

That was the case this fine morning until a
strong head-cross wind came up, short of Warner
Springs, but beyond, that worked as a tail wind and
my rig managed some speeds I usually don't even
consider possible. By the time I was slowing down for
the campground entrance, the overall ride had been a
very fine one.

Unlike the previous day, the "gang" was there
and all ready set up, including USCA members Dur
Thompson, with his BMW/Bingham rig and Verne
Calvert, who had left his hack at home and was
putting miles on a new Road King... plus Foyil Harris
with his Vulcan 88 and cargo trailer outfit.

That day and the next, shirt sleeve weather
continued. The most serious thing that happened
beyond eating, was a few broken-wrist horse shoe
games... none of us are any good... but we enjoy it.

Sunday was another fine day, started off with a
good warm fire, then followed by breakfast, breaking
camp, packing the bikes and rigs and getting ready to
cover the miles home.

When it's the weekend before Christmas and
you can camp in comfort, you feel like you're getting
away with something. That can only be capped off by
having the bikes fire up, run well on the trip home and
add a few more miles to the yearly total. 1994 wound
up at 29,686.

Wonder what the weather will be like for the
Brass Monkey?
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Expo
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Letters
Letters should be addressed to the SIDECARIST,

P.O. Box 191, Lakeside, CA 92040. All letters are
subject to editing for space considerations and clarity.

LOOKING FOR A SIDECAR.
Dear Editor

My wife and I have been long-distance motor-
cycle tourers for many years. And -illustrative of our
enthusiasm -- 28 years ago we rode 7,000 miles round-
trip from Miami, Florida, to Mexico City, on our 305cc
Honda Dream, and published an article about it in
CYCLE WORLD. Plus, we've made many additional
trips all over America, Mexico and Central America.

But old age and arthritis have persuaded us to
switch to a sidecar rig. But I don't like Japanese bikes,
and I'm very disappointed in Harley's current greed for
corporate profits to the detriment of their customers.
Plus, we're retired on a limited budget, so our search for
a sidecar is narrowed somewhat.

So -- what do you think of the newly imported
Ural sidecar motorcycles? I've spent many months in
the old Soviet Union, Communist China and Cuba,
and have seen many hundreds of them putting about --
with terrible gasoline and no new parts -- apparently
endlessly. And I like them!

They're different, old fashioned, crude and tractor-
like, but they have a lot of "character". But will they
hold together reasonably? What do you think of them?

Or, in the alternative, chat do you think of the MZ
(MuZ) "Voyager" sidecar distributed by American
Jawa, Ltd.? It also has "character"; apparently the
500cc Rotax is an excellent engine; and I've never seen
the Germans build anything other than a quality
product. Or is the Voyager just an MuZ onto which
American Jawa has bolted one of their sidecars --
without lower gearing, adequate suspension and with
improper front-end trail? What do you think?

Dr. Gene Neill, Crystal River, Florida

[Regarding your question about the Ural, I tested
an outfit this past spring, for MCN (Motorcycle
Consumer News), which appeared in their October '94
issue and we reprinted in our January-February issue.

Yes, the Ural is crude, and although I "broke" our
test bike, I still have to say I enjoyed it. We had a

transmission bearing go out... a case of a bearing being
pressed into too small of a hole in the case... a manu-
facturing defect.

Bob Gerend, the importer at Ural America in
Washington state, is quite aware of Russian manufac-
turing shortcomings. And he is committed to "educat-
ing" the Russians about moving into the world
economy and upgrading their products. He is also
aware of previous importer shortcomings and is
committed to warehousing spare parts to ship within
two business days. His dealer network that he is
currently building, is roughly 50% H-D dealers, who
can't get enough bikes to sell.

If you can be content with cruising speeds of 40-
50 mph, and valve adjustments at roughly 1,600 mi.
intervals, plus a few oil seeps and weeps, you will
probably be happy with a Ural.

However, if you don't like to tinker and adjust, if
you have to have power and speed, if you intend to
cover 500 miles a day, you aren't going to like a Ural.

The newly imported Voyager rig from American
Jawa with the Rotax engine? I can't tell you much
there, having never had the chance to test one. With a
chain, there will be more maintenance in that area, but
you can readily change gearing.

Adequate suspension or front end trail, becomes
another matter. Various suppliers, such as Progressive
Suspension, offer a wide assortment of upgrade springs
and shocks as needed.

My own Honda 650 Nighthawk (1983) and
Watsonian Monza sidecar combo could benefit from
better suspension and a leading link front end, but I
have done without for over 40,000 miles.

Sidecaring is not just sidecaring. There are many
levels of refinement between just bolting a sidecar on a
motorcycle and having a fine tuned rig. Sort of like the
difference between touring on a 305cc Honda Dream
or a new 1500cc Honda Goldwing. To be sure, each
will tour... but there is a world of difference.

I'll add to this that you'd probably have a greater
appreciation for the differences having started out with
something basic, then having done this or that to
improve on what you started with. - -ed]
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Letters..
NORWEGIAN S/C CLUB
NEWSLETTER 3, 1994.
Here is some "translation" from the newsletter:
From the editor

The editor comments the annual general meeting
and rally. The very cold Saturday night gave start
troubles for the BMW drivers from the west of Nor-
way (that includes me, grumph!). That was very fun for
the Guzzi drivers (including the editor).

The Sunday weather was beautiful, so the editor
and another guy took some very nice sight seeing on
the trip back home. Suddenly there came a bad sound
from the clutch or rear drive and it was not possible to
drive further. I turned out that it was a damaged bearing
in the drive shaft, which was not too bad, but not
possible to repair in the middle of nowhere on a
Sunday. Luckily the codriver's son had got a driving
license one week before, and the outfit arrived home on
a trailer at twelve o'clock in the night together with a
very tired editor and children.

A planned overhaul has been advanced and the
outfit is stripped down. The plan is to be ready for the
Krystall Rally, but there might be a trouble to keep that
deadline.

Report from the annual general meeting
There were many new people at the holiday rally,

and everybody was happy about the arrangement and
the place. It will be at the same place next year.

There were some discussion about the Jumbo
arrangements last year. It was held in Oslo in coopera-
tion between the NSK [Norsk Sidevogn Klubb - ed]
and Senior MC. It was more expensive than usual and
the visit to an amusement park was very expensive for
families. It was decided that the NSK should not give
too much control to other parts in case of cooperation.

Next Jumbo Run will be held in Moss.

No changes in committees.

There was some discussion about difficulties for
new people to get acquainted. Most people go to their
cabins after the meeting. Next year there will be a
barbeque after the meeting so people should bring food
and clothes that suit an outdoor autumn evening. It was

helpful to talk about this, it was a very social evening
and night.

There is not much to translate from the next
pages: Statement of accounts -- there are 166 members
in the club. Pre-invitation to Swedish jumbo run.
Invitation to Krystall Rally (fullbooked already).

Letter from the Keystone sidecar Group, USA.
Scheme for voluntary staff for FIM Rally in north of
Norway 1995.

Sigurdur Bjarnason Utenlandskontakt Minde,
Norway

From Lean-out
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M/C Races
VENTURA FAIRGROUNDS

By Doug Bingham
June 25th and 26th, 1994, saw quite a

gathering of motorcyclists -- and sidecarists --
show up at the Ventura (California) Fairgrounds.

Included in the weekend event were races,
both with older motorcycles and speedway
sidecars. The old races were sponsored by The
Shop in Oxnard, California, and the guys did a
great job.

Boy, those speedway sidecars stole the
show, when they threw dirt into the stands with
their power slides... nobody ever saw anything
like that! See it next (this) year if you can.

Old long-time printer, Ralph Porzelt (who
did the SIDECARIST for years), rode solo at
Fairgrounds and took second place... not bad for
a guy close to sixty! There is hope...

Ralph toured Europe with a Honda CX500/
Watsonian rig and even raced sidecars a few
times.

As you can see from the photos, speedway
sidecar rigs are quite specialized and don't
exactly have a lot of room for the monkey, or the
driver. Probably the one exception was an old
Triumph/Bingham outfit.

Aside from the BMW speedway rig from
Brown Motor Works, the other outfits used fire-
breathing, four-cylinder Japanese engines.

Of course, racing wasn't everything as there
was a varied assortment of motorcycles and
sidecar rigs on display, and even some up for
sale.

Then, there is always the interesting assort-
ment of pieces, parts and so on, for sale in a
swap meet like atmosphere.

One of the more interesting rigs on display
was a 450cc FN, manufactured in Belgium in
1952.

Quite a few Harley rigs were seen, ranging
from a 1941 vintage to a 1950. Of note was the
fact that the oldest looking Harley rig was actu-
ally a 1991, done up to look a lot older.
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M/C Races..
VENTURA FAIRGROUNDS..

1952 450cc FN from Belgium
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M/C Races..
VENTURA FAIRGROUNDS..
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M/C Races..
VENTURA FAIRGROUNDS..

Top - 1991 H-D custom outfit.

Center - Indian rig.

Bottom - 1956 AJS with Steib.
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M/C Races..
VENTURA FAIRGROUNDS..

 1950
Harley-

Davidson.

FN Precision outfit. 1966 BMW with Steib.

1941
Harley-

Davidson.
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M/C Run
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA

By Billie Stone
Bill and I live on the desert near Ridgecrest,

California. We do have quite a variety of trees in
the area, but they have all been carefully planted
and more carefully nurtured. So we thoroughly
enjoyed the green and coolness of the trees as we
climbed to higher elevations. As most will remem-
ber, the summer of 1994 was very hot -- every-
where. We had a record 1180 in Ridgecrest.

However, after hundreds of miles of trees and
forests we were not as enthusiastic about this type
of scenery.

Seeing water, any type of water, was great. We
have had six to seven years of drought in
Ridgecrest, and it was so dry last spring that the
weeds did not even grow unless it was in the garden
where there was irrigation.

We stopped by creeks, rivers and lakes. We
took many pictures. Eventually we became satu-
rated with water scenery also. Not only the creeks,
rivers and lakes, but we saw bodies of water that

Billie and Bill Stone. Photo taken at rest stop by rider from U.S.

were called a sound, a straight, a channel, a bay, an
inlet, and we even looked out on the Pacific Ocean.
And I must not forget all the water in hundreds of
waterfalls.

When an "et cetera" entered a day's ride, it was
much appreciated and we actually did have quite a
lot of them.

But the three biggest and most important
features of our trip were the Bigfoot Sidecar Rally
In The North, in Kitimat, British Columbia; the tour
of Vancouver Island with friends from Victoria, that
we had met three years previously on a Poncho
Villa Motorcycle Tour down in Mexico; and my
annual National Postmark Collectors Convention,
which was in Everett, Washington, this year.

Now to return to the beginning. Bill had the
sidecar rig all packed the evening of July 18th. We
needed to get as far as possible up among those
cool trees before it got unbearably hot the next day.
We had looked forward to much cooler weather as
we headed north, but it was not until we reached
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Hazelton, British Columbia, which is close to 600
miles north of the United States/Canadian border,
that the people stopped telling us that they were
having record high temperatures! Their readings
were not as high as our on the desert, but most of
them had higher humidity than we do, which made
the weather quite uncomfortable.

The rain started in Hazelton, and was to
continue for about 10 days. We never put on our
rain suits while we were riding as it was usually
light and intermittent during the day, but we did
have several bad storms at night. As we did not
camp out, this was fine with us.

When Bill registered for the Bigfoot Rally, he
was sent a computer generated route called an
automap. This proved to be very accurate and very
handy. It kept us off 1-5 except between Eugene,
Oregon, and just beyond Seattle. It was almost
impossible to get "lost" if the navigator stayed
awake! I was almost as busy watching the automap,
the road map, and the road signs, as Bill was
driving. I also had to manage to write down my
notes all the while and occasionally take a picture.
The computer said it was 3,153 kilometers (1,955
miles) from Ridgecrest to Kitimat. As we did take
some side trips and came home a different way, or
total mileage was 4,514 miles.

We stayed in Sparks, Nevada, the first night.
No gambling or partying for us. It had not been a
hard day but we were ready for sleep soon after we
had something to eat.

We rode up through Susanville and on up into
Oregon. We checked into a motel near Crater Lake,
and after a short rest, we drove on up to the lake.
We had been there very briefly, many years ago --
all I could remember was that the wind was blow-
ing a gale and it was very cold. This time the black
clouds were rolling in with some thunder and
lightening and a light rain. We went into the restau-
rant, had a small meal and headed back to our room
before the storm really opened up. As our room had
no air conditioning, we might have slept better if it
had rained to cool off the air.

M/C Run..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

There were the miles and miles of trees along
Highway 58 in Oregon, also several big lakes. A
sign told us of the coming hill 13 miles long --
going down was easy but we wondered about
having to come back up. Coming home -- we did,
and did not notice it as being difficult.

We were soon on 1-5 and from then on the
landscape was a blur. I took no pictures, I took very
few notes. We crossed over the Columbia River on
the big bridges into Washington, and found a motel
at Kelso. Portland reported temperatures of 108°
and Medford 109° that day.

The thought the next morning about seeing
Mt. St. Hellens was last in heavy fog for quite some
time. The drive through the Seattle area and on to
Sumas, on the border, was just another day of riding
in the heat. As we looked out our motel window we
could see the big United States and Canadian flags
waving a friendly welcome. Tomorrow, Saturday,
we would drive into Canada.

We crossed the border at 7:00 a.m. with only a
few questions asked. We turned east, and as it was
very hazy -- or foggy -- it was very difficult to see
the mountains and other scenery. About an hour
later we stopped at a rest area and a Korean man
came over to look at the rig. When Bill started to
talk to him, the rest of the group -- 13 in all -- came
over to look and listen, however, I do not think all
spoke English. They were all traveling in a van -- a
fast trip from Korea to Vancouver Island, Lake
Louise and that area.

We followed either the Fraser or the Thomp-
son River all day and stopped at a motel in Will-
iams Lake, British Columbia. Bill checked over the
motorcycle in the evening and put some brake fluid
in the clutch. Otherwise, everything seemed to be
working well.

Sunday we rode through rural areas where we
smelled the pulp mills, the sweet clover and the
newly mowed hay.

We stopped in Fort Fraser, at the Last Spike
Pub. I noted the hours were "open 11 a.m. to 11
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p.m. 7 days a week". I can remember trips to
Canada when liquor stores were open only a few
hours at a time and only certain days of the week.

The character of the forests had changed. The
trees were growing very close together, the majority
of the trunks were white and very small in diameter.
I called them birch and later learned they were. The
conifers were also tall and thin.

We stopped for the day in Burns Lake, having
traveled 1,880 miles since leaving home. We had
been driving along the Yellowhead Highway since
we had turned west at Prince George.

We had a very good dinner at a Chinese
Restaurant. When we asked to sit in the "no smok-
ing" section, we were put in a very small room.
Unlike the United States, a large room is still
needed for the smoking patrons.

Monday was cloudy and we sometimes got
more than a light rain, so we decided to stop in
New Hazelton, and get a room. As we could not get
into the room until 1:00 p.m., we parked the rig
under the steps to the second story of the motel, and
went across the street to eat lunch.

After sleeping for a couple of hours, the sky
had cleared and we decided to go visit the 'Ksan
Indian Village, which is an authentic reconstructed
Gitksan grouping of different houses food cache,
smokehouse, community house, carving shop,
studio, and burial house. As the buildings closed at
4:30, we were not able to go inside but we were
allowed to roam about the grounds and see the
many totem poles and view the paintings on the
fronts of the houses.

The next morning (tuesday) continued to be
cloudy. The rally committee had highly recom-
mended riders turn north at Kitwanga, onto the
Stewart-Cassiar Highway, and travel to Stewart,
British Columbia, Ryder, Alaska, and same spec-
tacular scenery!

Bill and I both had the same thoughts. "This is
pretty country with all the trees, rivers, lakes and
mountains, but nothing much new".

M/C Run..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

We stopped at a rest area on the Nass River,
and talked to a lone motorcycle rider. His motor
looked as if it had been through a lot of dirt and the
rider looked tired. He said he was from Los Ange-
les, and had ridden up to Prudhoe Bay. Someone
had recommended he not drive up the crushed rock
road, but he had not heeded their warning.

We turned off the Cassiar Highway at
Meziadin Junction, towards" Stewart. We began to
notice that the mountains were more rugged and
soon we began to see patches of snow. All these
"patches" may have been glaciers, as we soon
rounded a curve and there right close to the high-
way, was Bear Glacier with the little icebergs
floating around in Strohn Lake. We stopped and
took many pictures of the glacier as well as the
many waterfalls in the area.

We rode past another big glacier really close to
the road but not as pretty as the Bear Glacier. We
arrived in Stewart, about 1:00, and had no problem
finding the motel where we had a room reserved.

After lunch we drove a couple of miles along
the Portland Inlet, which is the fourth longest fiord
in the world, to Hyder, Alaska. As there is no longer
any customs at the border, we just "drove into the
town". It is a very small town -- in fact the sign
calls it a ghost town. I stopped at the post office and
bought some stamps with U.S. currency. I went to
the gift shop and tried to buy with U.S. money and
they refused it -- they are so close to Canada that
everything except the post office is Canadian. There
is a standing joke about getting "Hyderized" when
one goes there. There are less than 100 residents,
but they do have three bars, open 23 hours a day. If
one drinks a shot glass of pure grain alcohol in one
swallow and is able to stagger outside, the person is
given a card "I've Been Hyderized". We did not stop
at the restaurant even though their sign was out
which read, "Sorry, we are open". As the road goes
no farther, we turned and went back to Stewart.

(to be continued)
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M/C Run..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

Bill in Glacier country on the Stewart-Cassiar
Highway.

Bear Glacier and Strohn Lake.

Totem contrasts, one in Hazelton, the other in
Fort Fraser.

The rig near the foot of Bear Glacier, on the
road to Stewart.
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M/C Run..
BIGFOOT: TREES, WATER, ET CETERA..

MOTO GUZZI NATIONAL OWNERS CLUB
MONTHLY NEWS LETTER OF TIPS,
STORIES RALLIES ETC. NATIONWIDE.
$18.00 for couple membership OR $19.00
FOR SINGLE MEMBERSHIP. CONTACT:
MGNOC, R.R.#1, Box 136, Ellsworth, KS
67439. (913)472-4988.
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Profile
JOHN DAUGINAS

By Ed Johnson
John Dauginas bought his first motorcycle in

1981, a brand new Kawasaki GPZ 550, the sport bike
of its day. His next bike was a ‘79 350cc Moto Morini.

Next came a 1985 BMW R80, and at this time
John got interested in sidecars. He purchased a 1974
BMW R90 with a Ural sidecar. The 1985 BMW and
this sidecar outfit were traded in on a BMW K100RS.

Now John again felt the need for a sidecar. He
purchased a 1976 BMW R90 from a gentleman in
Michigan. I found a like-new Velorex sidecar for John
and it was attached by Jeff Witkowsky.

To have some fun at rallies, John would take off
the body of the sidecar, build a platform, and carry a
Yamaha YSR50 on his rig.

The next purchase by John was a 1987 Moto
Guzzi, Lemans model. All, then, was traded-in or sold,
when he made the big investment... "The Red Rig"
shown in the photo... a brand new Millie G Moto
Guzzi with a SS Hedingham.

Feeling the need for a solo bike, in addition to this

outfit, he took possession of another Yamaha SR500.
This was bartered for a 1975 BMW R90S. The BMW
was then sold back to a dealer. Another Yamaha SR500
and a Yamaha SR250 were next on John's list to be
purchased.

"The Red Rig" has now been traded-in on a 1995
BMW K75RT. The Yamaha SR250 was sold to the
USCA Sidecar Safety Program. The Yamaha SR500 is
up for sale. To the best of his knowledge, John has put
on approximately 75,000 miles on this myriad of
motorcycles.

John has been a former Treasurer and President
of the USCA, was a Rally Committee member of the
1988 USCA National Sidecar Rally in Marseilles,
Illinois, and the 1994 USCA National Sidecar Rally in
Interlochen, Michigan. He is also a certified MSF
instructor and USCA Sidecar Safety Program instruc-
tor, current Editor of the NORTHERN ILLINOIS
SIDECARIST, and member of the Board of Directors,
Northern Illinois Sidecarists.

John's occupation is working with computers for
a leading world-wide architectural firm.
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S/C Winner
HITCHHIKER WINNER -- JANIE MC NEESE

By Janie Mc Neese
Even though I didn't make it to the

USCA National Rally in Pennsylvania, in
1993, I won the sidecar that Paul Williams,
of HitchHiker Sidecar, donated.

Since I live in east Texas, I couldn't just
run up to London, Ohio, to have it put on
my 1200 Honda Aspencade. Well, this year,
Alice and Dennis, my friends from Louisi-
ana, that ride a Goldwing, and I, decided to
take a trip up the east coast, and return via
Ohio, to pick up my sidecar.

We started this trip on May 22, 1994.
We had cool weather to start off in, then
warm, but when we got further north it
changed.

We stopped for gas in Calais, Maine,
Dennis looked at his rear tire and a nail was
protruding from it. After futile attempts to
plug the tire, a bystander offered to show
Dennis where to go the next morning, across

into St. Stephens, to get a new tire put on.
We went next door to the Calais Motor Inn
and got a room.

Next morning, we aired up the tire for
the short 15 minute ride, and made it to the
shop before the tire could go down. Alice
rode on the back of my bike.

It was cold and raining all day. That
night we stopped at Fundy Winds Motel in
Amherst, Nova Scotia. No wonder we were
so cold, it was 40 degrees and some heat
and hot food sure felt good.

Next day we gassed up in Anne
Murray's birthplace, Springhill. We seem to
always draw attention, me with my bike,
Motorvation sidecar and Combi-Camp
trailer, and Alice and Dennis on their bike,
pulling a Scooter Schooner trailer. When we
stopped in Halifax, for lunch, a young truck
driver took our picture.
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The lighthouse at Peggy's Cove, was
right on the huge rocks. It was windy and
cold but the water was beautiful.

In Lunenburg, we talked to some local
biker, one being a full blood Indian. At the
gas station, a lady offered me $10.00 to give
her a ride in my sidecar, but I couldn't. I had
it full and she sure was disappointed.

After attending Mass in Lundenburg, I
spoke with a lady on the wharf. There was a
large ship with all kinds of flags flying, and
she said the people came from Norway, to
celebrate the 50th year since they came to
help out in World War II.  In Annapolis
Royal, we stayed at Dunromin Park Camp-
ground. Here is where I ate my first lobster
roll and it was very good.

We visited Ft. Edward Blockhouse,
Grand Pre', where the statues of Evangelene,
Longfellow, are situated on the grounds
where the church is located, which is sort of
like a museum. On the grounds are very old
willow trees, an apple orchard and a little
Acadian house with vegetable garden.

In New Minas, they were celebrating
their 60th Annapolis Valley Apple Blossom
Festival. We visited Ft. Anne, Historical
Botanical Gardens, where you can see a
little bit of a dike and an Acadian house
with a small garden.

Down the road to Port Royal, we vis-
ited The Habitation, and were given a tour.
I'm originally from south Louisiana, and the
small community of Church Point, was
about 18 miles from my home, so you can
imagine my amazement when here in Nova
Scotia, was another Church Point. This is
where the tallest wooden church in North
America stands. I spoke with two young
students from the university next to the
church and they said one of the require-
ments was you had to speak French.

S/C Winner..
HITCHHIKER WINNER -- JANIE MC NEESE..

Starting our trek homeward, we decided
to take the ferry from Digby to St. John's,
New Brunswick, and save a few hours of
travel time. Not bad, $45.00 for my rig and
me. When we got off the Princess of Acadia
at 5:45 p.m., it was foggy and raining... just
plain miserable weather.

I guess they didn't strap down Dennis'
bike, because his right mirror was broken
and he didn't know until he tried to move it
and it came off. You never know how much
you use both until one is missing.

Out of the rain and fog, came a shining
light, motel and restaurant. Next morning,
from the restaurant balcony, we watched sea
lions play in Fundy Bay.

The highways in Maine, were worse
then the ones I traveled in Alaska, back in
1992. And we still had that cold rain.

While crossing the George Washington
Bridge in New York, with bumper to bumper
traffic, like leaving a college football game
when it is over, Dennis' bike just had
enough. It quit. We tried boosting it with
our battery cables, but no such luck. I asked
for assistance on the CB, but only got bad
mouth's from truckers. Finally, a nice
trucker, Dominic, driving a Penske cab and
pulling a North American trailer, stopped.
They pushed the bike down the hill to the
right side, where a cobbled area was just big
enough for all of us to pull off. While on
top of the bridge, several helicopters kept
flying over. Dominic said we were being
filmed for the news, but of course, we didn't
get to see us.

Dominic put the bike and trailer in his
truck, Alice climbed on back of my bike and
off we went to Ramada Inn over in New
Jersey. After Dennis installed a new battery,
we were ready to roll the next morning.
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We rode across New Jersey, Pennsylva-
nia, Maryland and into London, Ohio. That
night I called home.  My family was trying
to locate me, as my oldest grandchild was
having surgery in Houston, Texas, June 7th.

The next morning I rode into
HitchHiker Sidecars Inc., and told Paul
Williams, the owner, of my problem. He
said he would take me to the  airport in
Columbus, and my rig could stay there at his
place. He was very kind and helpful.

I had to leave it there until my youngest
daughter and I drove up in a rented car,
while she was on her vacation, July 10th.
Paul had my new sidecar on and had done
some pin striping to match my bike. After
doing a few extras, like putting new tires on
my Combi-Camp trailer, we were ready to
head home. We took a few pictures, but I

S/C Winner..
HITCHHIKER WINNER -- JANIE MC NEESE..

wanted to put a picture and a thank you in
the SIDECARIST, for everyone to see.

I thank Paul Williams of HitchHiker
Sidecars Inc., for the real nice sidecar. My
daughter enjoyed riding in it to Pendleton
Harbor, where I live. She had never ridden
in a sidecar and only a few miles on the
back of a bike, a few years back.

Paul kept my Motorvation sidecar to
sell... now isn't that a nice man. He also
gave me a book for my grandaughter. Being
a single woman, you appreciate good people
and their helping hand. I'm from the French
country, and we help each other and strang-
ers, without expecting something in return,
just gratitude.

Thanks again, Paul Williams of
HitchHiker Sidecars Inc., for the sidecar.
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Industrial News
URAL TWO WHEEL DRIVE

The Ural "Sportsman" features dual wheel
drive (driven sidecar wheel in addition to driven
rear motorcycle wheel), and is slated to be sold
in addition to the standard single wheel drive
Urals now being imported into the USA.

Known as the IlZ 8.107A, the Sportsman
will be aimed at hunters, fishermen, ranchers,
campers, commuters, vintage enthusiasts and
anyone who wants a rugged, motorcycle with an
accessory sidecar and added traction for use in
snow, ice, unimproved roads and off road terrain.

While most photos show the Sportsman
fitted with knobby tires, the rigs sold in the USA
will be delivered with three DOT approved street
tires, plus a knobby mounted as the spare. Cost is
advertised as $7,295.00, FOB Seattle, which is
up a thousand bucks from the single wheel drive.

In addition to the usual black and red paint
schemes, the Sportsman will be available in
Russian Army Green.

Specifications include 70% power to rear
wheel and 30% power to sidecar wheel, a weight
increase to 715 pounds (from the standard 700
pounds), and a 10 liter aluminum gas can with
sidecar mounting bracket. Photo - Right >>>

URAL UTILITY IMZ 8.503A
Also listed in the new 1995 Ural brochure is

the "Utility" version sidecar rig, which features a
cargo box on the sidecar frame instead of a
passenger body. Both bodies interchange on the
same frame. (Lower left)

Specifications include a steel utility box
with inside dimensions of 23 inches wide, 56
inches long and 13 inches high, with a retractable
soft cover that has an inside height of 27 inches.
The front of the box is hinged on top to allow for
hauling loads of long boards, pipe, firewood, etc.
Price is listed as $6,295.00, FOB Seattle.

For more information contact Ural America,
Inc.: 1-800-832-2845.
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Manufacturer
AMERICAN JAWA MuZ VOYAGER

We can't get American Jawa to send press
releases, but our spy in Florida sent a brochure
that deals with the Silver Star Gespann, also
shown as the Voyager motorcycle and sidecar
combination as imported and distributed by
American Jawa Ltd., 185 Express St., Plainview,
NY 11803.
Technical data:
Engine single cylinder 4-stroke/OHC 4 valve,
Rotax Displacement 494cc
Power 34bhp 7,200rpm
Bore/Stroke 89 x 79.4mm
Compression ratio 9.2:1
Carburetor Bing 64/33/304
Max Torque 25.8 ft.lbs.@4,000 rpm
Cooling air cooled
Lubrication dry sump 0.8 gal.
Transmission 5-speed
Final drive enclosed chain
Starter kick and electric

Suspension travel front 6.5in.
rear 4.1in.

Front tire 3.25-16
Rear tire 125 R-15
Brakes front 280mm disc

rear 160mm drum
Alternator 3-phase 190W 12V
Seat height 32.3in.
Wheelbase 53.98in.
Dry weight 494 lbs.
Wet weight 525 lbs.
Fuel capacity 3.4 US gal.
Fuel consumption 36.2mpg
Colors silver
Standard eqpt toolbox, front fork stabilizer
Warranty 12 mo./7,500mi.

Manufacturer Motorradund Zweiradwerk GmbH,
Zschopau, Germany

Price ?... not specified on the literature but our
spy was quoted $7,695 in December of 1994.
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Manufacturer
Enfield Bullet

ENFIELD STRIKE
According to a letter from Martin Scott,

who is attempting to import the Enfield Bullet
from India: "Progress is slow. Canada is pres-
ently receiving shipments of Bullets [as of
September 1994]. Hopefully USA will be next.

"Regarding your question re valve seats, it
appears the hardened valve seats are holding up
well in Europe, with no reported failures in that
regard.

"In December, Enfield underwent an owner-
ship change.

This resulted in streamlining which caused
some labor problems. Once Enfield gets through
this reorganization I believe USA consumers will
be better off for it. I'll keep you posted."
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Manufacturer
Indian Rumors

At my local Harley shop, they love to show me
every rumor that comes out in print about IMMI (Indian
Motorcycle Manufacturing Incorporated) being in
trouble or going out of business.

The SIDECARIST office recently received a
press release (book, is more like it) from IMMI saying
they are still alive and giving a few reasons for the
current state of affairs at IMMI.

According to IMMI, "Having met their social
obligations, the prototypes went to a renowned engine
builder in California, for thorough testing... The engine
builder tested the engines thoroughly on a
dynomometer and, predictably, found more room for
improvement than IMMI had anticipated... The ques-
tions: Go into immediate production... work in addi-
tional improvements on the run... Or postpone produc-
tion long enough to incorporate all improvements in the
first production V-Twin Chief out the door?"

Wayne Baughman, head of IMMI, "...elected to
postpone production until all revisions could be
incorporated into the production design."

According to IMMI, one prototype engine had
connecting rods on a common crankpin axis, while the
other had the connecting rod crankpins offset by 40
degrees, and the latter engine will go into production.

Trying to set some rumors to rest, IMMI states,
"Karl Smith, the guy who runs the custom bike show
booth at Daytona and Sturgis, is not, and never has
been, an IMMI stockholder... from the very beginning
in may, 1990, IMMI has been financed by private
investors... has no financial obligations... doesn't owe
any money... IMMI has not been sold... nothing that
IMMI owns has been 'foreclosed' upon."

For more information, contact: IMMI, 5154
Edith Blvd. N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87107. (505)345-
7445.

http://www.indianmotorcycle.com/
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Everything Else
CASCADE DESIGNS - THERM-A-NEST

No, the Therm-A-Nest [TM] is not a side-
car, but it may prove of interest to bath motorcy-
clists and sidecarists, who like to camp and are
looking for a way to cut back on bulk in their
camping load.

Basically, the system uses one sleeping for
two people, in conjunction with a pair of Therm-
A-Rest mattresses.

Cascade Designs states, "With the new
Therm-a-coupl'R [TM] accessory, two camping
mattresses can be contained side-by-side with
one sleeping bag zipped over the top to create a
luxurious double bed and a snug, homelike
refuge. Use of a Therm-a-coupl'R reduces weight
and volume by carrying only one sleeping bag
for two people. It has a soft bi-blend sleeping
surface and weighs less than 24 ounces.

"There are four adult models of Therm-a-
Nest sleeping bags -- a 20°F Rectangular, a 20°F
Taper, a 20°F Mummy, and a full feature 0°F
Mummy. Because of its proven durability, light
weight, and insulating performance, Polarguard
HV fill is used in all adult Therm-a-Nest sleeping
bags. Therm-a-Nest bags feature anti-snag tape
on all zipper openings, hook and loop zipper
closures, full length draft tubes, and hang loops.

"Cascade Designs, Inc., of Seattle, WA, has
been manufacturing Therm-a-Rest mattresses for
the past 20 years and will build the Therma-Nest
sleeping bag line to the same exacting standards.
A consumer catalog and retail dealer list are
available through the Cascade Designs Con-
sumer Line, at 1-800-531- 9531."
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Touring
ISLE OF MAN, THEN OFF TO IRELAND

By David L. Hough
Isle of Man was a good visit as usual. More

old iron than ever, including a few interesting
vintage sidecar rigs. I arrived a day late for the
vintage gathering at Castletown, and left a couple
of days before the final races, but did get in a few
days pottering about on a borrowed R1OORT.

Then it was off to Ireland, on the 50 mph
catamaran, right into downtown Dublin traffic on
a Thursday evening. Getting out of Dublin alive
was, without a doubt, the most challenging ride
of my career.

Never a quick learner, I again arrived in a
foreign city without local currency, and without a
room reservation -- or even any idea of where to
stay the night. I more or less followed the sun
through a confusing series or ring roads until I
found a B&B. The owner was soon to fly to New
York, and we exchanged Irish Pounds for some
US greenbacks I happened to have in my wallet.

4hp 600cc 1923 Douglas rig owned by M. Wheway, Cheddar, England.

1923 belt drive Douglas, Isle Of Man.
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Touring..
ISLE OF MAN, THEN OFF TO IRELAND..

Trials outfit, Isle Of Man, 1994 GP. Note loop
of rebar used for the monkey rear bike hold.

There is a good reason why Ireland is green.
Rain. Spent most of every day in anything from
light showers to torrential downpours. Rode for a
week with some Brit friends, averaging some-
where in excess of 250 miles per day. The sec-
ondary roads in Ireland are narrow and VERY
bumpy. Sort of like a chuckholed gravel road that
got seal-coated.

Irish drivers tend to drive down the middle
of the road to stay away from the steep camber
and broken pavement at the edges, so it is neces-
sary to make frequent emergency swerves toward
the bushes to avoid head-on collisions. They
don't move over to their side for motorcyclists,
but they do for lorries (trucks) and tourist
coaches (busses). Ireland was interesting, but I
don't have a hankering to go back for more.

On the streets of Douglas, Isle Of Man, the
author found a rather glum looking tourist

who had questionable tastes in music.

Probably a bit drafty for the passenger on
long hauls and not much of a seat for either

the driver or monkey.
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Advt
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S/C Restorer
CHARNWOOD CLASSIC RESTORATIONS

Stained glass office window at Charnwood Classic Restorations.

By David L. Hough
I had the good fortune to work out a trip to

the UK in the fall of 1994, riding a borrowed
BMW R100RT two-wheeler. One of the goals of
the trip was to visit old friends along my route.
But I also had a plan to visit a couple of sidecar
businesses, including Charnwood Classic Resto-
rations. As it worked out, I found Jim and Rose
D'Arcy at the shop on a Saturday, and they
graciously took the time to show me around and
answer silly yank questions.

Their card reads: NEW AND USED, SIDE-
CARS & SPARES BOUGHT & SOLD SIDE-
CAR RESTORATIONS, REPAIRS & FITTING
LEADING LINK FORKS etc.

In other words, Jim and Rose are full-time
sidecar enthusiasts. Whatever you want done to,
with, or about sidecar rigs, they can probably
handle it. Jim has a number of projects going,
has all sorts of sidecar fittings in stock, and is an
agent for Watsonian, Squire, and Hedingham.

Now it's a long way from the US to En-
gland, so few of us are going to drop by for a
nater or browse through the boxes of fittings on
their shelves. If you've got a nearby sidecar
mechanic who can find or make parts for you,
that's best. But if you are remote from help and
get stuck for a specific sidecar connector or some
antique bit, Charnwood probably has the answer.
I was amazed to see the variety of mounting
hardware on hand for such a small shop.

Charnwood occupies a number of rambling
buildings in the small village of Hugglescote, an
hour or two north of Birmingham. One building
contained a number of antique sidecars, includ-
ing some with wooden bodies. At the other end
of the spectrum, Jim was putting together a
BMW K100/Squire outfit with a Wasp LL fork.

I hadn't seen the Wasp leading link on a
K100 before, and Jim rolled the incomplete rig
out for me to see. With very sturdy-looking
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downtubes, widespread shock/springs, anti-dive
floating brake calipers, and auto-size wheels, the
Wasp front end looked very businesslike on the
Beemerbrick.

Since the BMW K's have no forward frame
under the engine to attach a sidecar to, D'Arcy
also uses a Wasp subframe. The subframe con-
sists of two U-shaped tubes wrapping around the
front of the engine and attaching to bolt holes in
the crankcase. I was less than impressed with the
weak-looking subframe, and we had a good chat
about subframe designs with better triangulation.
It's nice to be able to talk "sidecar" with people
who know what they are doing, yet are open to
different ideas.

I was also fascinated with the hardware,
having dabbled in a few sidecar projects myself.
Each motorcycle has a different set of mounting
problems, and each setup often needs special
eyebolts, frame clamps, and struts. Need an
internal-thread 1/2-inch eyebolt? How about a

S/C Restorer..
CHARNWOOD CLASSIC RESTORATIONS..

BMW K100/Wasp/Squire outfit in progress.

Wasp front end with anti-dive brakes.
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Jim D'Arcy explains it all with a cup 'o char.

S/C Restorer..
CHARNWOOD CLASSIC RESTORATIONS..

ball-joint eye on an extended-thread shank, or a
four-bolt 1-1/8-inch frame clamp, or eye bolts
with reverse thread to make a turnbuckle-style
strut? Of course, any of us could have anything
machined for ourselves, if we only had the
design, the specs, and a master machinist.

Traffic in Great Britain, moves smartly
along, and sidecar combinations need to be
serious rigs. So, for the most part, Charnwood's
hardware isn't rusty vintage stuff dug out of a
barrel, but brand new pieces machined on order
to Jim's specifications, and then plated to resist
that grotty* British weather. If you have a vintage
sidecar, especially one made in Great Britain, this
is probably your best source of spares, perhaps
even your only source.

Jim and Rose didn't express a problem with
posting** sidecar bolts and bits to the States,
except for the problem of figuring out what a
customer might need. They have yet to make a
catalogue***, so you can't just order by part
number. But you could certainly describe what
you need and get Jim's suggestion, or make a
drawing and mail it.

You can ring# direct to England from the
States. Dial 11 for international, 44 for the UK,
plus Charnwood's number: 530-832-357. Re-
member that England is five hours later than
New York, eight hours later than California. In
other wards, if you don't want to wake up the
D'Arcys in the middle of the night, call early in
the morning, say 6:00a.m. on the Pacific Coast,
or 9:00a.m. from eastern states.

Charnwood Classic Restorations is at 107
Central Road, Hugglescoat, Coalville, Leicester,
LE67 2FL, England. If you write, don't forget to
use the correct postage for posting** to a foreign
country. Two first-class stamps are about right
for a 1/2 oz. letter. (One sheet of paper in an
envelope is almost 1/2 oz.)

If you need to purchase something from a
foreign supplier, the easiest way is to use your
plastic, either VISA or MASTERCARD. The

bank will compute the exchange rate and bill
your account in equivalent US dollars, which is a
lot less trouble than standing in line## at the
bank to cut a cashiers check### in Pounds
Sterling.

And if Jim and Rose manage to get out a
catalogue, we'll let you know.

===================================
UK to US Translator
* Grotty = cruddy

** Posting = mailing

*** catalogue = catalog

# Ring = phone

## line = queue

### Check = Cheque
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S/C Restorer..
CHARNWOOD CLASSIC RESTORATIONS..

Details of Squire chassis connections.
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Coming Events
May 13, 1995, SSP, Forest Park Community College, St. Louis, Missouri. Info: Gene & Bonnie

Pettit, 1565 Central Parkway, Florissant, MO 63031. (314) 838-7010.

May 26-29, 1995, Yakima Unrally, Bigfoot Sidecar Club. Info: Jerry Kotanko, (604)534-6473.

June 2-4, 1995, Northern Illinois Sidecarists 13th annual Pow Wow, Livingston County 4H Park,
Pontiac, Illinois. Info: Ed Johnson, (815)478-5609.

June 2-5, 1995, Jumbo Run, Moss, Norway, 40 miles south of Oslo on the east side of the Oslo-fjord.
Info: Sigurder Bjarnason, Lobergsalleen 1, N-5032 Minde, Norway. (47) 55 29 08 08.

June 23-25, 1995, Sierra Sidecar Spectacular. Info: Alan Huntzinger, 1281 Avis Dr., San Jose, CA
95126. (408)295-4506.

June 27-29, 1995, USCA NATIONAL RALLY, Eagle Flats Campground, Wisconsin Dells, Wiscon-
sin. The dates are Tuesday the 27 through Thursday the 29. Campground location at intersection of
County Hwy "J" and "US Highway 12/16", aprox. 1/4 mi. west of 1-90/94 exit number 85, about
four miles NW of downtown Wisconsin dells. Info: Allen Schultz, S.30 W.29455 Williams Way,
Waukesha, WI 53188. (414)968-2092 between 6-9p.m. Central Time.

July 1-3, 1995, Bigfoot Rally in conjunction with 65th Caribou Trails Rally, Hope, British Columbia,
Canada. Info: Bigfoot Sidecar Club, (604)534-6473.

July 12-19, 1995, Holiday Rally, Rjukan, Telemark, Norway. Info: Sigurdur Bjarnason, Lobergsalleen
1, N-5032 Minde, Norway.

August 4-7, 1995, Bigfoot Sidecar Club Unrally campout . Info: Jerry Kotanko, (604)534-6473.

August 7-13, 1995, 55th Annual Black Hills Motor Classic, Sturgis, South Dakota.

August 11-13, 1995, Sidecar campout and craft show, Cedar Ridge Campground, Montague, New
Jersey. Info: Elaine Rajswasser, P.O. Box 1476, Montague, NJ 07827.

September 1-4, 1995, Mirror Lake Unrally and campout. Bigfoot Sidecar Club. Info: Jerry Kotanko,
(604)534-6473.

September 22-24, 1995, Ears Across The Border. Bigfoot Sidecar Club. Info: Jerry Kotanko,
(604)534-6473. Annual General Meeting, Norsk Sidevogn Klubb, Amot, Telemark, Norway. Info:
Sigurdur Bjarnason, (47)55 29 08 08.

October 28-29, 1995, 24th Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, California. Info: Doug
Bingham, (818)780-5542.

December 4, 1995 Bigfoot Sidecar Club Christmas Party. Info: Dietmar and Jeat Uberschar, 8160
Rosewell Ave. Richmond, British Columbia Canada. (604)271-1183.

=========================================================================

Event listings should be sent to P.O. Box 191, Lakeside, CA 92040, as early as possible.

Sidecar clubs and organizations are given preference when listing space is critical. Non-sidecar
event organizers should specify if categories and prizes are included for attending sidecarists.
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
Equalean sidecar, white, GL1100 mounts,

$700.00, OBO, trade. Wanted -- hack with
universal mounts. Carl Silverstein, 9722
Smitherman, Shreveport, LA 71115. (318)798-
7717.

Sidecar rig, 1985 Aspencade, 56,000 miles, light
blue. Honda radio and C.B., car type cruise,
oversize windshield with vent, custom seat,
driver backrest, and Progressive suspension.
Motorvation Formula II, tilt nose, convertible
top, electric lean, folding luggage rack. Road
Runner cargo trailer, all for $8,000.00. Call
(319)366-4966 before 9:00p.m. Iowa time.
Dave Durchenwald, 1150 - 19 Ave. SW, Cedar
Rapids, IA 52404.

1990 two tone red custom HD sidecar with all
connections DLB wide AM-FM cas Tano
cover no leak hyd brake hookup luggage rack
extra lights $6,000. Roger Newman, 7290E.
700S., Wolcottville, IN 46795. (219) 351-
2994.

Rear wheel for 1200 Voyager machined to fit
165x15 auto tire, fits all years, $200.00. No
tire. Ed Millray, 3670 Hearne Ave., Kingman,
AZ 86401. (602) 692-9413.

Closed cargo trailer, 400 lbs. capacity -- deliv-
ered up to 300 miles. Picture on request. Ed
Millray, 3670 Hearne Ave., Kingman, AZ
86401. (602) 6929413.

1985 Kaw 1300 6 cyl Voyager/Friendship I. 26K
excellent mechanical condition, Progressive
air shocks top windows AM-FM tape color
matched $6500 OBO. John Kennedy, 1837
Old Paris Rd., Lexington, KY 40505.
(606)299-2796.

'84 Yam Virago 700 (17K mi., 1 owner) - $1700;
subframe for Virago/Velorex mount -$100; '75
Yam XS650 (stored 84 - no paper) - $100.
Maggie Klingelsmith, RD 1, 5 Victor Ln.,
Troy, NY 12180. (518)6638200.

Velorex-562 (conv/tonneau tops, xtra wind-
shield) on 84 Honda Magna 700 (12K mi.,
fairing) new tires/batt/shock $2500. Maggie
Klingelsmith. RD 1, 5 Victor Ln., Troy, NY
12180. (518)663-8200.

Wanted:
Vetter Terraplane for 1983  GL1100. Tom

Formberg, 7211 Southmeadow Dr., Concord,
OH  44077. (216)354-5848, call 6-10p.m.
Ohio time.

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
Harley sidecar, 1988 TLE, 2 tone dark red,

photos avail. Luggage rack, custom
windscreens, storage dolly, low miles, very
good condition, $3,000.00. Tom Sandbakken,
711 W. Oak Ave., El Segundo, CA 90245-
2011. (310)322-4749 home, (714)255-5430

Watsonian GP w/body susp., tonneau, contr. Fit
any duplex frame, 4/5 point; also LH frame.
Hal Kendall, 711 Plainwood Dr., Houston, TX
77079, or call (713)493-5255.

California GS, less than 100 mi., brake, road
level control, black paint, set up for FXR H-D
but will fit most any machine. first 750. Bill
Petitfils, 1916 West Ocean Front, Newport
Beach, CA 92663. (714)675-7405.

1978 Coupe Royale sidecar, black, hard or soft
top, gas tank, luggage rack, mag. wheel, gull
wing door, seats large adult +. Parriot Motors,
(707) 963-3190. $1,175. Glynn P. Richard,
P.O. Box 162, El Verano, CA 95433.

1991 California Friendship I with rag top,
mounts for 1200 Goldwing, two tone blue,
nice shape. $1700. Bob Wark, Rt. 1, Box 292,
Marietta, OH 45750. (614)374-4250.

For Sale or Trade:
1969 BMW R50/2, Earles Fk, sidecar frame,

whls, tires, & final dr. Fairing, 6-gal tnk, only
20K mi., $2875. 1975 Moto Guzzi 850T w/
1000cc eng, 3K on rebld, $2,200. Trades
consid. Carl, LA, day (318)6733767, eve.
(318)798-7717.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising
Manager, Selma

Heaton-De Vos, 2208
S. Jefferson, Muncie,

IN 47302.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
09 Jan. 1995 Mar-Apr.1995
13 Mar. 1995 May-Jun.1995
08 May 1995 Jul-Aug. 1995
03 Jul. 1995 Sep-Oct.  1995
11 Sep.1995 Nov-Dec. 1995
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Bookshop
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